
Directions: Choose the correct word from the bank to complete the sentence. 

commemorate  complacent  consensus  deplete  diligent 

empathy  menial   niche   transcend waive 
 

1.  Although her degree was in accounting, Laura decided her ___________________ was really in business  

     management, so she went back to school for more training. 
 

2.  Getting all A’s hasn’t made Ivy ___________________.  She continues to work hard at school. 
 

3.  I wish I had been more ___________________ about practicing the piano when I was younger.  It would be  

     nice to be able to play well now.  
 

4.  The family ___________________ was that we should go camping again this summer.  Ray was the only  

     one who wanted to do something else for a change. 
 

5.  Ms. Allen is an excellent career counselor partly because of her great ___________________.  She  

     understands each student’s feelings and point of view. 
 

6.  Victor seems to think my summer job delivering pizza is ___________________ work, but I’ve found that it  

     requires some skills. 
 

7.  Yoga can help one ___________________ the cares of the world and reach a state of relaxation. 
 

8.  Each year, my parents ___________________ their first date by having dinner at McDonalds, the place  

     where they first met. 
 

9.  The defendant decided to ___________________ his right to an attorney and, instead, speak for himself in 

     court. 
 

10.  In order to not ___________________ their small quantity of canned food, the shipwreck survivors  

       searched the island for plants they would eat. 

 

Directions:  Write a synonym and an antonym on the line for the vocabulary word. 

 

    Synonym    Antonym  

1.  commemorate ___________________  ___________________ 

2.  complacent  ___________________  ___________________ 

3.  consensus  ___________________  ___________________ 

4.  deplete  ___________________  ___________________ 

5.  diligent  ___________________  ___________________ 

6.  empathy  ___________________  ___________________ 

7.  menial  ___________________  ___________________ 

8.  niche  ___________________  ___________________ 

9.  transcend  ___________________  ___________________ 

10.  waive  ___________________  ___________________ 

 

Directions:  On a separate sheet of paper, create a sentence for each vocabulary word.  Each sentence must be 8 

or more words.  

 

 

 

 



Name ______________________________________________________________ Hour _______ 
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ACROSS

2 -to rise above or go beyond the

limits of; exceed

5 -steady, determined, and careful in

work

6 -the ability to share in someone

else's  feelings or thoughts

7 -an activity or situation especially

suited to a person

8 -self-satisfied; feeling too much

satisfaction with oneself or one's 

accomplishments

9 -not requiring special skills to

higher intellectual abilities

DOWN

1 -to honor the memory of someone

or something, as with a ceremony; 

celebrate; observe

3 -an opinion held by everyone (or

almost everyone) involved

4 -to willingly give up (as a claim,

privilege, or right); do without

5 -to use up

 


